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“The ethos in the school is now one of confidence and
high morale. Attainment is improving and the health
and wellbeing of our children is improving.”
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Classroom Teacher

Executive summary
Hidden Giants aim to improve everyone’s experience of education. To do this we seek to
develop the qualities of confidence and capacity in leaders, teachers, and pupils.
During this first year of collaboration with INSERT SCHOOL NAME, Hidden Giants have
sought to understand how your school works: the challenges, the successes, the areas most
needing attention, and how we can collaborate together to find bespoke solutions.
In the schools we work with, Hidden Giants have led staff development sessions, facilitated
professional reflection and dialogue, coached leaders and senior management teams, worked
with focus groups of teachers and with individual teachers in their classrooms with pupils. In
some schools we have begun to engage with families and the wider community.
The best measure of our success can be found in testimonies from teachers and school
leaders. This report includes quotes drawn from all the schools we have worked in this year,
as well as your school.
The overall message is resoundingly clear. There are tangible improvements in pupils’
attainment and behaviour. Because of this, teachers feel more confident. Confident teachers
are in a better position to enable children to be more active in directing and shaping their
own learning. In a reciprocation of enhanced capacity, pupil engagement levels are higher,
and school leaders see their schools as happier places for everyone to work in. It is a selfperpetuating cycle of improvement, in which ‘a rising tide lifts all boats’.
This report draws its findings from professional reflection and teacher feedback through
interviews, and informal conversations with pupils. Our work in every school is different,
however, key themes have emerged which we believe will influence the direction of our work
as we move into year two in your school, and as we champion this approach across the wider
education sector. The key themes are:
• Pupil participation
• Teacher capacity and confidence
• School leadership

This report is divided into three sections:
1. The key themes and the impact
2. Three classroom-based case studies
3. The interventions of year one
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Section One

The key themes and the impact
Pupil Participation
There is compelling evidence that pupil participation in school raises achievement and
attainment. Our practice draws upon research studies that exemplify how meaningful (not
token) participation is linked to improvements in learning & teaching, self-esteem, wellbeing, engagement, behaviour, inter-generational relations, and decision-making.
Pupil participation amounts to more than adults merely listening to young people. Intergenerational dialogue is required, through which adults and young people engage in
communications which are two-way, voluntary, sustained, deal with real concerns, and are
based on mutual respect.
Hidden Giants associates have contributed to research for the Commissioner of Children
and Young People Scotland in 2015, to policy guidelines for Learner Participation issued by
Education Scotland in April 2018, and their work was referenced in the Scottish Government’s
Empowering Schools consultation paper published in 2017.
Teachers shared their observations on the impact that Hidden Giants’ work is having on
pupils. They highlighted:
• better behaviour
• greater levels of engagement in learning
• improvements in academic attainment
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Better behaviour
When young people feel they have stake in their learning, they invest more in it. When they
feel it’s ‘being done to them’, they look for avenues of resistance. Hidden Giants seek to help
everyone find an authentic sense of purpose in their school.
“I have noticed that when the children are discussing something that they are interested
in, I get more interesting questions from the children and they are able to sustain a
discussion for longer before going off task.” CT
‘Good’ behaviour is the positive expression of feeling powerful. Potency comes from selfconfidence, a sense of being heard and the knowledge that one’s contributions will be
taken seriously. ‘Bad’ behaviour is the negative expression of power – or more precisely, an
expression of a lack of power.
“It definitely had an impact on my class’ behaviour in particular.” CT

Hidden Giants look for opportunities to help
people feel more potent in educational settings.
We support teachers to interpret the curriculum
as a lived experience, relating learning to what
pupils already know and what they want to know.
To do this we encourage teachers to reposition
themselves as co-enquirers alongside their pupils.
When this happens, pupils understand that they
can direct and shape their learning, and most
importantly, that the outcomes have not already
been decided – for them to get right – or wrong.
“They have been more engaged activities and
have shown more of an interest in developing
their learning. They have also begun to share
more ideas and have engaged in learning
tasks they wouldn’t normally do so, for
example writing outdoors and taking part in
unanswerable question debates.” CT
“This has developed my relationship with the kids, as a result of me taking their ideas
and requests on-board, we have a much better relationship very much based on mutual
trust and respect.” CT
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Greater levels of engagement in learning
Teachers’ own words highlight the wide-ranging benefits of repositioning themselves and
their own practice to involve children more actively in leading and shaping learning. A
curriculum experienced through active participation in authentic connection with local and
global issues, can raise attainment in parallel with personal and collective achievement.
“Pupils are taking ownership of their learning and are they are more engaged in the
tasks which they are leading. They are being involved in the planning process and their
thoughts are contributing to their learning. Pupils are openly researching questions in
their learning using their devices.” CT
Hidden Giants encourage teachers to use the
Leuven scale as a tool to assist the evaluation of
pupil engagement. The Leuven scale enables the
practitioner to make changes if and when they see
disengagement in their classes. An adult-centric
view of learning and teaching often mistakenly
presumes that children are the problem when
they are disengaged. We argue that children’s
withdrawal from learning can often be related to
the choices that adults make on children’s behalf.
“The pupils in my class are more confident and
have more ownership and enjoyment as they full
part of the planning process. They know that
their ideas are valued and this led to an increase
in creativity and inquisitiveness.” CT
“The discussions have stimulated some
interesting points that would not have come up
if we had stuck to the topic guide.” CT
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Improvements in academic attainment
Research published in Scotland in 2015 by Hidden Giants associates working with the
University of Stirling and the Commissioner for Children and Young People Scotland clearly
identifies the link with pupil participation in schools and improved achievement & attainment.
Hidden Giants draws upon this insight and expertise to help teachers and school leaders
harness the affordances and benefits of a culture of participation.
“It allows pupils to have a greater say in their learning as they know I am prepared to
change/rewrite my plans: because of this I feel they are more confident learners and
have, in most cases, made more/better progress. They are starting to believe that a bit
of growth mindset is possible.” CT
“Recently, the use of the question mark in
class has had a positive impact regarding
both the children and my own perception
of my teaching. This has led to the children
learning about genetics in Science when this
was not originally planned. The children really
enjoyed learning about this and actively asked
more questions to learn more. I was able to
see evidence of them linking this learning
when learning about evolution of the human
skeleton.” CT
“Pupils in my class will be representing the
school at a national science sharing event.
They have entered competitions (and even
won some) and achieved awards for the school.
12-18 months ago this probably wouldn’t have
happened.” CT
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Teachers – Capacity & Confidence
Teacher agency requires confidence, a willingness to reflect on oneself and others, and a
wider understanding of the social, political and cultural issues affecting education.
Hidden Giants’ work supports teachers in all of these arenas. Teachers who exercise their
agency positively can become the pro-active and progressive designers of curricula – much
more than the passive deliverers of a pre-determined set of performance criteria. Effective
teacher agency can empower others to take more active roles. Confident and capable
teachers can harness pupils’ potency to participate positively in co-constructing their own
learning, leading to higher levels of engagement, better behaviour and improved attainment.
Staff told us that working with Hidden Giants over the past year has contributed to tangible
improvements in their self-confidence and their practice in the classroom, and beyond
including:
• the impact of the CPD input encouraged and enabled self-reflection
• specific techniques and devices
• repositioning planning, to harness pupils’ enthusiasm and curiosity

The impact of the CPD input encouraged and enabled self-reflection
We believe that the collegiality of staff can provide an invaluable relational resource. Staff
who are willing to discuss their hopes, concerns, successes and weaknesses as a team can
bring about positive changes to the culture of their school.
“We have lots of staff discussion and professional dialogue as a result of issues and
topics arising from HG inputs.” CT
Hidden Giants have facilitated staff development
sessions and meetings in all the schools we have
worked in over this past year. Staff expressed to us
the value of these sessions and their lasting legacy,
as conversations begun and brought into focus by
Hidden Giants’ sessions continued with their own
momentum.
“I have begun to question my own practice more
in terms of why am I doing certain things: Is it just
‘because that’s how it’s meant to be done’ or is
it actually having an impact on the children and
their learning needs? From this I have begun to
become more confident in being an advocate for
my children and the needs that they have.” CT
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“Every in-service session has been beneficial:
thought-provoking, and given me ideas and
different approaches I can take into my
teaching.” CT
“They encouraged me to think from a point of
view ‘how can I make this happen?’ Rather than
thinking of all the things that could go wrong.
Now in my teaching I say ‘why not?’ rather than
think ‘well this might not work because... too
loud/not enough space/kids aren’t responsible
enough...’.” CT
“It has made reflect on my own practise
and see what I can improve. I have more
confidence to take risks in my teaching
practise.” CT

Specific techniques and devices
Hidden Giants work with teachers draws on Ecclestone’s three stages of autonomy (2002).
1. Procedural autonomy relates to practical know-how
2. Personal autonomy highlights emerging self-confidence to experiment
3. Critical autonomy describes the willingness and skills to be deeply reflective

We begin with scaffolding teachers’ procedural
autonomy by modelling ideas and techniques
that they can use in their own practice. We build
on teachers’ experiences with our procedural
interventions through discussions that explore
personal autonomy. ‘Now you understand X, what
could you do with X (and Y and Z)?’ We will
continue developing and consolidating teachers’
personal autonomy in year 2 of our work with the/
your school. We plan to explore critical autonomy in
year three with teachers who are willing to critically
explore and reflect on the very fundamentals of
school and schooling.
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We encourage this work to be captured in on-going Professional
Update records for the GTCS, and models of Practitioner Enquiry.
“I have started to use the question mark in the timetable where
possible to allow for an unstructured part of the day where I
don’t plan in advance.” CT
“I have used the walk-and-talk approach to support writing.”
CT
“I have taken the children outdoors more and been more
creative with how the children lead the learning.” CT
“I found the first CPD session very useful. Lots of ideas I could
pick up and use in class.” CT

Repositioning planning, to harness pupils’ enthusiasm and curiosity
We sought to help teachers understand and begin to think differently about planning.
Teachers can sometimes justify their role and the authority that comes with it by assuming the
responsibility to make decisions - to plan - on behalf of others. We suggest that too much
planning is not only stressful for teachers, but denies the pupils opportunities to influence
and shape their learning. In these lose-lose situations everyone is unhappy.
“Hidden Giants taught me that it’s ok for me to let pupils take control. Sometimes, as
teachers we over-plan everything. It has helped me to become more adaptable and
responsive to the children’s interests.” CT
We look to support individual teacher confidence through the relational resource of
collegiality, and to recognise pupils as another resource – of energy and enthusiasm for
learning, which can easily be undermined by too much pre-determined structure. Children
who are disengaged are difficult to teach, no matter how much effort goes into planning.
“The pupils now have lesson ideas of their own or requests, some of which have been
absolute golden because we’ve given it a bash rather than me saying ‘no’. Kids have
taken control of their learning to a certain extent as they know I’m willing to try their
ideas.” CT
“This has been a learning curve for me as a teacher. It was daunting to begin with. It has
allowed me to be a facilitator in the pupils’ learning.” CT
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“I have gained the confidence to allow children to lead their own learning and be more
creative through interdisciplinary learning topics. It has allowed me to explore my own
thoughts about my teaching practise and has given me the confidence to take risks and
respond to the children’s creative ideas.” CT
“I have gained confidence in allowing the children to lead their learning and take more
risks in the classroom. A prime example being letting the children “teach the teacher” to
make slime as part of a science lesson.” CT
“I feel more able to ‘go with the flow’.” CT

School Leadership
Leader and manager are very different jobs. Kotter (1995) argues that the purpose of
management is to keep current systems functioning, while the fundamental purpose
of leadership is to produce useful change. Hidden Giants work with school leaders to
understand the contradictory forces within these two positions and to find the best course of
action for them and their school.
Staff told us that working with Hidden Giants over the past year has contributed significantly
to improvements in leadership across the school:
• many recognised that Hidden Giant’s work to support school leaders and SMT had
contributed to a positive and optimistic whole school culture
• working more collegially, drawing upon relational resources within a distributive
leadership model
• individual teachers spoke about the benefits of being coached and mentored in a
triangle with Hidden Giants. “Teacher, school, HG”.

School leaders and Senior Management Team
We recognise that school leaders need support. We
have spent time with Heads and SMTs, listening in
order to understand the circumstances and nuances
of each school. We use coaching techniques to
explore solutions and new approaches. We seek to
draw out from leaders what can be done to make
change sustainable, rather than prescribing quick
fixes.
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“I feel HG have had a positive impact on the
management team. I feel the management team
are great at encouraging creativity in and out of
the classroom and the school has a great ethos of
‘give it a go, what’s the worst that could happen?’
I feel this has been as a result of HG promoting
creativity with staff and management and
encouraging staff to try different things.” CT
“Around the school there is more creativity in wall
displays and classroom practise and children are
enthused about their learning.” CT

“Pupils in my class will be representing the school at a national science sharing event.
They have entered competitions (and even won some) and achieved awards for the
school. 12-18 months ago this probably wouldn’t have happened.” CT

Working more collegially
We emphasise the need for collegiality and communication to enable everyone to understand
‘why’ things are being done – not just the expected outcomes. Just as teachers sometimes
over-plan on behalf of pupils, we see leaders make decisions on behalf of staff. This can
be exhausting for one party, and simultaneously disempowering for the other. Staff are
sometimes in better positions to make decisions themselves. We frame this sharing of the
load as ‘delegation’ – a positive action, enabling others to develop skills and experience by
sharing responsibility. We warn against ‘dumping’ – the allocation of unwanted tasks as a form
of power play.
“Through the discussions I have found it
extremely helpful to discover that the things that
concern me about my job were shared by many of
my colleagues.” CT
In the age of PEF, resources have come to be largely
understood as material purchases in the form of
books and equipment. Hidden Giants argue that
greater resources lurk in the relationships between
the people who make up a school. Leaders,
teachers, pupils, families and the wider community.
Effective leaders harness these resources
purposefully to produce change, rather than try to
control them in order to keep things the same.
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“I personally have enjoyed these sessions with my colleagues and feel like in some areas
we have moved towards having a collective understanding that perhaps was unspoken
or assumed prior or have become aware of issues that no one had really necessarily
considered. We have had the chance to make particular changes to practice.” CT
“Staff have begun to discuss more about how to meet the diversity of needs across the
school, making more use of each other to help support difficulties.” CT

Coaching and mentoring in a triangle with Hidden Giants
Hidden Giants favour coaching as a valuable development tool and deploy a triangulation
approach. Staff can talk to other staff, in their school. While these conversations can be
very helpful when conducted in a culture of collegiality and trust, nevertheless in-house
conversations can go backwards and forwards along the same well-worn tracks. Hidden
Giants play the important third-party role, changing the dynamic of conversations between
the teachers about their school.
“Discussion at the beginning of the term before the HMIe inspection helped to clarify
my thoughts and had a huge impact on how I interpreted and answered the questions
during the time of the inspection.” CT
Through coaching we seek to draw out solutions and new approaches that can be
manageable and sustainable - because they come intrinsically from the people being
coached, rather prescribed by an external body.
“It makes my job easier/harder. Easier in that
there is trust for me/my class to take the learning
wherever it goes. Harder in that there is a lot of
rewriting plans and wondering how I can cover
the benchmarks I was planning to do.” CT
“This has developed my relationship with the
kids, as a result of me taking their ideas and
requests on-board, we have a much better
relationship very much based on mutual trust
and respect.” CT
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Section Two

Three classroom-based
case studies
Hidden Giants supported individual teachers within specific areas of their curriculum. We
asked teachers to nominate an area of the curriculum that needed refreshed or approached
differently. Over a 6-month period we were able to work alongside teachers to support,
challenge and nurture their practice. These three case studies allow an insight into how we
worked with individual teachers.

The Angry Pirate

We worked with a P2 class and their teacher to establish an immersive learning experience,
which was sustained over two terms. The class had begun working on ‘Pirates’ as a theme
and the teacher invited us to introduce a creative disruption. Adopting the idea of a livedcurriculum we suggested the children experience an act of piracy against them. Discussion
with the teacher led to the decision for ‘messages in bottles’ made by the pupils to be stolen.
This disruptive intervention and break from the classroom norm motivated and engaged the
pupils to think about pirates and piracy differently.
Deep, rich and meaningful learning takes place when children are excited and curious. The
teacher participated in building the drama by linking the project with the world beyond the
classroom. Hidden Giants visited the class in the role of the local police - who were taking a
keen interest in the stolen bottles.
By not concluding the project neatly within a single term, the pupils continued to search for
clues, paying heightened attention to their surroundings. For the teacher, ‘going with the flow’
rather than sticking to a plan meant everything and anything became possible. By chance, the
pupils discovered an old key hanging outside the school nursery. They assumed the key must
be connected with the pirates, and the project was catalysed again.
We were able to support the teacher to recognise and follow ‘lines of flight’ - which means
paying attention to the interests and perspectives of children’s natural sense of curiosity. By
positioning himself as co-enquirer rather than leader of the learning, the teacher was able
to weave the Es and Os of the curriculum through the pupils’ adventure. We sensed that
the children were excited to share their stories, and to further help the teacher purposefully
harness this invaluable learning momentum we introduced the six step story approach
to fictional writing (see interventions). As a result of this light scaffolding of the writing
process the teacher reported significant improvements in writing by everyone in the class.
This enabled the teacher to properly assess their writing for the first time. Until this point
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assessment had proved difficult because many pupils were simply not producing enough
word count. By encouraging the pupils to think and act like explorers, investigators and
authors, we were able to transform what could otherwise have been a typical school ‘topic’,
and leave the teacher and pupils with a lasting legacy.

Why is the Giant angry and what if Jack was a girl?

Hidden Giants worked with P1 & P2 classes and their teachers to reimagine their Fairyland
project over two terms. Both classes had already started the fairyland programme and asked
if we could work with them to explore new approaches.
Fairy tales present a wonderful way of introducing key literacy themes to early level and
level 1 of CfE: such as character, repetition of language, rhyme, and story structure. Over
generations, the stories have stabilised into familiar narratives which normalise particular
morals and values. Hidden Giants set out to disrupt these stories and challenge children to
make key decisions in the re-telling of these tales.
Here’s an example of what happened:
HG: Once upon a time a huge giant let out a terrifying roar when she discovered that her
golden egg had been stolen.
Pupils: “Stop changing things.”
HG: Once upon a time a little boy called Little Red Riding Hood was told to stick to the
path.
Pupils: “Why do you keep messing up the story?”
HG: Once upon a time a little boy called Goldilocks peered through the window of a
cottage in the woods.
Pupils: “I know why he’s doing it – he’s testing how much we know about fairy tales.”
HG: Once upon a time a little girl called Jack climbed the top of a huge beanstalk.
Pupils: “That’s not true, girls don’t go on adventures and they don’t climb beanstalks.”

We could see the pupils were animated, passionate, annoyed!! We took it further, wondering
what would happen if the girl Little Red came across the beanstalk?
“She would probably just walk away.”
“No – she would climb half way up then get scared and go back down.”
“Maybe she would just chop it down because she doesn’t go on adventures.”

There was disagreement some from classmates but an overall consensus amongst the 6-year-
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olds about what boys could do and girls couldn’t. We kept prodding – what if the boy Jack
meet the big bad wolf in the forest?
“He would chop him up.”
“He would chop down a tree, to fall on its head and kill it.”

The pupils were able to demonstrate an awareness of how someone’s gender apparently
affects how they deal with a situation differently – girls shy away and boys turn to violence. At
the age of 6 they already have firm expectations about how boys and girls are supposed to
act. If we transfer this to attainment – we start to see girls shying away because the boys will
step in and save the day. We can see boys’ unwillingness to display thoughtful, empathetic
and conciliatory behaviours for fear of not appearing masculine in front of their peers. These
(perhaps) more ‘feminine’ qualities of thoughtfulness, empathy and conciliation are often the
very ones children need to attain well in schools.
Through this initial disruption we were able to continue to question elements of fairy tales
such as:
• What components does a fairy tale need? i.e. baddy, goody, Once upon a time, etc.
• What if the baddies weren’t actually bad?
• What if we didn’t start with ‘Once upon a time’?
These provocations invited the children and teacher to travel between the lines to unearth
new thinking and meaning. The teacher was craftily able to weave data collection into the
classes to search for the components of a fairy tale. She was demonstrating how numerical
competencies can support our appreciation and understanding of literacy.
In the P1 class we took a slightly different approach and wondered why some of the
characters were behaving in a certain way. The class had started to explore Jack and the
beanstalk. During one of the initial conversations we asked the class why the giant was angry?
Through a prolonged discussion consensus emerged that the giant was angry because people
kept stealing from him - which is why he was chasing Jack.
This one moment allowed the class to think critically about a piece of literature which they
had previously accepted without question. It could be argued the character of the giant
normalises the belief that people who are different should be seen as dangerous and violence
against them is acceptable. By simply suggesting Jack is a thief and murderer completely
flips the children’s experience of fairy tales or any story – challenging and supporting them to
become critical thinkers.
‘Going with the flow’, the teacher then worked with the class to wonder how to make the
giant happy. This was a question without a pre-determined answer, which opened up space
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for creative thinking. Repositioning the learning as a lived-experience enabled the pupils and
their teacher to draw upon their own experiences, thoughts and ideas.
As the enquiry continued we encouraged the teacher to find more moments of disruption:
• What if the fox wasn’t at the river when the gingerbread man turned up – how could he
escape?
• How else could the three little pigs deal with the threat of the big bad wolf?
• How else could Jack have improved the situation for him and his mum, without stealing?
The process of disruption allowed the teacher and class to make new discoveries moving
beyond the learning intentions and expectations of the project. The pupils were engaged
and excited about participating in the design of their learning. The class teacher valued the
‘permission’ to move from the prescribed resource pack to facilitate learning through play.

Indoor Adventures: Moving the trees indoors

During one of the initial full staff team sessions at one of the Creative Partnership schools, an
interesting conversation took place around what happens when the pupils worked outdoors.
There was collegial agreement that ‘the pupils seemed to do what we wanted them to do
in class but without us asking them to do it, i.e. collaboration, problem solving, motivation,
engagement, fun, etc.’ This observation stimulated another conversation about the role of
the teacher when designing outdoor learning activities and how often, when children initiate
them, they design rich and collaborative learning experiences. A question emerged from this
conversation which spurred this project: “How can we bring the trees indoors?”
Hidden Giants worked with the primary 2 class and their teacher over two terms enquiring
into the difference between working inside and outside. We initiated several exercises which
immersed the pupils in the outdoors and their classroom. Through a process of reflection,
the pupils discovered one of the big differences between the two spaces was the increased
opportunities for adventures to happen outside. They suggested this was down to more
things to discover, everything changing, and space to be free.
Over two terms the class became involved in adventures that took place inside and outside.
They made stories from lost items in the playground, found a dragon who stole letters, and
wondered how a boy could eat books.
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Section Three

The interventions of year one
Three talking chairs

We believe that all school can benefit from professional dialogue in an atmosphere of
collegial support. To facilitate the development and consolidation of this ‘relational resource’,
we offered all-staff CPD sessions and met with staff afterwards. We are always keen to
understand how staff have responded to our input and facilitate each individual school
meeting through a question and answer session. To do this we often use a technique called
the ‘three talking chairs’.
We asked staff to frame a question arising from the development day and to write it on a
post-it note. We collected the questions and read them out loud, looking for similarities and
differences. With the staff we agreed half a dozen themes emerging from their questions.
We suggested that the answers to these questions were in the room, collectively within the
assembled group of education professionals. To explore the possible answers, we placed
three chairs in a row resembling a park bench, facing towards the rest of the staff group, and
asked for volunteers to fill the chairs. We explained that anyone wishing to contribute to the
unfolding discussion had to be seated on one of the chairs, and this might require them to
swap seats with someone already seated. We asked the first question to the occupants of the
three chairs.
The conversation flowed, at first from the three people occupying the chairs, before the first
chair swap from a member of staff who wanted to make a point. Chair swapping continued
through the discussion as we worked together to explore responses to the questions.

The box

We have observed that participation in school impacts positively on all concerned: pupils
teachers, school leaders and families. Pupils’ ability to influence how the formal curriculum is
enacted (learning, teaching and assessment), manifests itself in improved pupil achievement
and attainment, as well as better engagement, behaviour and well-being.
We wanted to help teachers reposition ‘planning’ in their practice. From many years of
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working with teachers we have come to see planning as an exercise conducted by teachers
in advance of class contact, taking decisions about learning content, form and direction on
behalf of the pupils. While this is considered to be ‘professional’, a necessary part of being a
teacher, and a requirement in order to make sure performance criteria is met, nevertheless,
too much planning can render pupils passive recipients, rather than active participants, with
negative impacts on behaviour engagement and attainment.

We devised an intervention that would help teachers to change how they planned: to
reposition planning in advance for learning, to a process of planning as the learning unfolded.
To do this we introduced the concept of ‘The Box’. Pupils and teachers received a box, which
they had to keep unopened in their classrooms for up to a week until an agreed date. During
this time speculation was invited as to where the box came from and what was inside. When
the box was opened, the pupils and teacher were free to explore the possibilities for learning
based on the potential of the contents.

Teachers reported some trepidation in advance of opening the box, based on concerns about
a loss of control and doubts about the capacity of children to purposefully embrace the
uncertainty that the box introduced. However, all the teachers who participated confirmed
that their pupils were liberated by the opportunity to influence the direction and focus of
learning. All teachers witnessed significant improvements in pupil behaviour and engagement.

Walking-Talking

Howard Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligences (1983) suggests that some people literally
need to move in order to be able to think. Hidden Giants questions the value of ‘sitting
quietly’ as the default position for thinking. The physical, locomotive act of walking moves the
blood around the body, helping thinking to be ‘different’, than when static, or seated.
Walking-talking involves a well-chosen question for discussion in pairs or small groups who
are invited to go for a short walk as they talk. The results are striking. Participants (adults and
children) report that talking while walking facilitates conversations that seem to flow in more
unpredictable directions. We use walking-talking with teachers to ‘lubricate’ professional
dialogue, and with pupils to catalyse responses to learning stimuli.
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“?” – or the known unknown

The inventor of the visual timetable found in so many classrooms originally intended for the
depictions of periods of activity to include a question mark icon. The “?” signifies a period
during the day within which there will be something as yet ‘unknown’ – undecided in advance.
This “?” period was designed not as an after-thought, but specifically to enable children
to become more open to the unknown, in order to better manage disruption and build
resilience to the unexpected. Hidden Giants recognise that the “?” is often absent from visual
timetables in classroom and advocate its return.
The presence of an icon showing a “?” enables teachers to give unplanned space and time
to pupils, and gives pupils clear indication that a period of the school day is ‘up for grabs’.
To ‘do’ the “?” period most effectively, teachers can simply ask, “What shall we do now”.
This invitation works on many levels, offering insights into what children are thinking and
feeling about school, and how teachers see their own practice. Children are seldom inactive
and immobile for long. What they choose to talk about and to do in “?” periods indicates
opportunities for a well-attuned teacher to harness.
Adult concerns about pupil participation centre around three main issues: scepticism that
children have the capacity to make responsible decisions about their learning, worries
about classroom discipline, and a belief that valuable time is being lost that could be used
for ‘teaching’. If children struggle in these “?” periods, then we must ask ourselves, if these
children have spent several years of their life at school and they can’t participate meaningfully
in these free spaces, then what have we been teaching them?.

Shopping list

School catchments dictate that most of the pupils come from their local surrounding area.
This is often not the same for staff, who increasingly travel greater distances to and from
their place of employment. An unintended consequence of this arrangement can be teachers’
unfamiliarity with their pupil’s lived experience of the local area. We addressed this through a
joint-school shopping expedition in a local small town. We invited teachers from four schools
serving catchments close to the town to meet together at a neutral venue.
We mixed the teachers into four teams, gave them £10 and set them a shopping task, to be
accomplished within the town, in one hour.
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The shopping list included a dozen items, including:
•
•
•
•

Saffron
Blue
Learning
3 eggs

The experience built relationships between individuals and schools, and help everyone to
become better-attuned to the socio-cultural circumstances affecting the children they teach
and the communities they come from.

Six story steps

We use a writing structure which breaks down a story into six key steps. Working with pupils
and teachers, we have found that this structure produces significant improvements in the
quality and quantity of pupils’ writing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Once upon a time…
Every day…
One day…
Because of that…
Because of that…
Until finally…

The structure breaks down the act of writing into manageable sections, with a gentle prompt
as to the direction the writing should take. Drawing from Vygotsky’s zone of proximal
development, this ‘scaffolding’ enables the writer to feel a sense of swift progress. We leave
it to the teacher to decide when pupils’ capacity for writing and storytelling starts to exceed
this formative structure, and to gently remove the steps.
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Conclusion
We believe in the principle that ‘a rising tide lifts all boats’. Our work focuses on catalysing
and supporting cultural change in school, driven inclusively and equitably by all the people
who contribute to making a school.
To do this we help people to understand change. To recognise the inevitability and the gains
& losses – so that they might better re-position themselves individually and collectively, to
embrace the opportunities and affordances of change positively in all its material, social,
cultural, and political forms.
We believe that in order to close the attainment gap in schools serving catchments
affected by poverty, the causes, effects and consequences of poverty must be recognised
and addressed, rather than met with ill-thought-through, short term veneers of surface
intervention.
To do this we facilitate active and purposeful participation in school attuned to ‘what works’
(see Hattie 2015). Pupils and teachers can shape the formal curriculum to harness the skills
and knowledge young people bring with them to learning. Pupils can influence the extended
curriculum with its opportunities for achievement, and assert their voice in decision-making
groups with genuine potency. Teachers’ participation can be enhanced by reasserting their
capacity for professional judgement, and becoming active designers of their curricula.
The wider community can make significant contributions to its school, sharing skills and
experience through inter-generational dialogue and collaboration.
Teachers know that many good things which happen in school can’t be easily reduced to
numbers, or explained in a few simple sentences.   They know their children well and have
nuanced understandings of their specific needs, challenges and curiosities. Part of our
work with teachers aims to equip them to measure impact by reflecting on and sharing
achievements, and the effects these have on the lives of the children they work with. Our
work aims to improve everyone’s experience of education.

For more information contact Paul Gorman paul@hiddengiants.org
or follow the adventure on twitter @biggorman
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